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Dynamic or just-in-time (JIT) compilation can generate optimized native code dur-
ing each program run, and is a popular technique used by process-level virtual ma-
chines (VM) to simultaneously achieve binary code portability and high execution
performance. JIT compilers typically collect profile information at run-time to guide
selective compilation and profile-guided optimizations (PGO). Ahead-of-time (AOT)
compilation is an alternative model that can also achieve portability by converting the
distributed binary to native code when the software is first installed. The AOT compi-
lation model removes the overhead of online profile collection and dynamic compila-
tion, and may reduce VM complexity. However, AOT compilation cannot customize
the generated native code to different program inputs/behaviors. The goal of this work
is to investigate and quantify the implications of the AOT compilation model on the
quality of the generated native code for current VMs.
To achieve our goal, this study develops and conducts many new innovative experi-
ments using a variety of novel frameworks. First, we quantify the quality of native
code generated by the two compilation models for a state-of-the-art (HotSpot) Java
VM. Second, we determine how the amount of profile data collected affects the qual-
ity of generated code. Third, we develop a mechanism to determine the similarity or
representative-ness of different profile data for a given program run for guiding PGOs.
Fourth, we investigate how the accuracy of profile data affects its ability to effectively
guide PGOs. Finally, we categorize the profile data types in our VM and explore the
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Managed high-level languages, such as Java and C#, were designed to be portable. Programs
written in these languages are distributed in a machine-independent binary format that is designed
to ease program execution in a virtual machine (VM) running on many different processor ar-
chitecture and operating system configurations. Program emulation in these virtual execution en-
vironments can be performed by interpretation or binary/native code execution. Since software
interpretation is inherently slow, most performance conscious systems compile (portions of) the
distributed code on the target machine prior to execution. Thus, current models ensure program
portability while also providing sand-boxed and high performance code execution.
Code compilation in such environments can occur at load-time or run-time. Load-time com-
pilation happens when the program is first installed on the device, and is also called ahead-of-
time (AOT) compilation. The latest Android runtime (ART) is a recent example of a system that
employs AOT compilation [Android Open Source Project, 2017]. Execution-time or dynamic or
just-in-time (JIT) compilation typically occurs during (every) program execution, and may com-
pile all or only the frequently executed (or hot) sections of the program. Many Java-based virtual
machines, like Oracle’s HotSpot, employ JIT compilation [Paleczny et al., 2001].
While both schemes maintain code portability, the different compilation models have some
distinct advantages and tradeoffs. AOT compilation based systems provide several benefits. Most
prominently, the compilation in such systems is conducted offline and happens only once, rather
than during each program execution. This property eliminates the online compilation overhead,
and is particularly beneficial to short-running programs that have a relatively flat method hotness
curve. Additionally, AOT based systems may also reduce the VM complexity by not needing the
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selective compilation, code cache, and related runtime infrastructure. On the other hand, since
JIT compilation happens during every program execution, JIT compilation based system need this
supporting VM infrastructure.
The JIT compilation model also has some unique advantages. For instance, JIT compilation
based VMs can collect profiling data during every program run. Program profiling refers to the
set of techniques that can monitor program execution to discover, understand and reason about
the dynamic or run-time behavior of a program. The JIT compiler can then utilize this profiling
data during profile-guided code optimizations (PGO) to customize the native code for each specific
input and improve overall program performance. Such infrastructure also enables the VM to apply
additional optimizations speculatively. Speculatively compiled code can be de-compiled if the
speculative condition is invalidated later.
Google Android, one of the most popular Java-based platforms, recently replaced its JIT
based Java VM (Dalvik) with an AOT based runtime (ART) [Android Open Source Project, 2017].
Researchers have also been exploring the use of AOT compilation systems [Jung et al., 2014,
Oh et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2011, Hong et al., 2007] to reduce startup time for Java applications.
Despite these recent developments, the performance implications of AOT vs. JIT compilation
systems are still not clear. This work aims to address this issue by shedding light on how design
tradeoffs in managed language compilation systems impact code quality and program performance.
The goals of this research are to: (a) investigate, quantify, and highlight the role of profile
data and dependent PGOs to improve generated code quality in managed language runtimes, and
(b) understand the challenges that AOT based systems face to generate high-quality code without
access to customized and accurate profile data for each program input. We develop a variety of
innovative experiments and VM frameworks to resolve the following issues.
1. How does the amount of custom (from the same program run) profile data affect effectiveness
of PGOs?
2. How do the inaccuracies in profile data affect the quality of generated code? To quantify the
impact of inaccurate offline profile data, we develop techniques to systematically introduce
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noise in the profile data to study this question. We also develop a mechanism to calculate the
representative-ness of pairs of profile data sets.
3. What kinds of profile information are most important to performance in current VMs? We
study the different types of profile data collected by the HotSpot VM and isolate their indi-
vidual impact to assess this issue.
We make the following findings in this work limited to the VM (HotSpot) and benchmarks
(DaCapo) used.
1. Availability of custom profile information helps the compiler generate significantly higher-
quality code.
2. Beyond a small amount of accurate profile data, additional profile information does not de-
rive any further performance benefits from PGOs.
3. Offline profiling works by employing a representative program input(s) to gather profiling
data and guide PGOs. The generated optimized binary can later be invoked on different
inputs. We find that the similarity (or representative-ness) between the inputs used during
the profile run and later measurement run directly and significantly impacts the quality of
code generated by PGOs.
4. The collected profile information is used by the JIT compiler to guide many optimization de-
cisions. Making only a small percentage of such decisions incorrectly significantly reduces
the quality of generated code.
5. The runtime can profile the execution to collect many different types of program behavior
knowledge. We find that only a small subset of the collected profile data types produces
most performance gains in current VMs.
We believe that our research provides greater insight in the workings, characteristics, and benefits
of existing profiling based VM optimization systems, and demonstrates some of the challenges that
AOT compilation systems must overcome to achieve comparable code quality to JIT based VMs.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this section we describe some applications of profile data to individual optimization problems,
and measured performance benefits. We also present prior work investigating properties of profil-
ing and PGOs, and compare the goals of our current research with related past studies.
One of the first attempts to gather run-time program information to optimize program perfor-
mance was made at IBM [Apple, 1965]. Their goal was to record the hardware instruction trace
of a program to find program hotspots to minimize optimization effort. The use of the term profile
data was first recorded by Knuth in their study to analyze and exploit properties of FORTRAN
programs [Knuth, 1971]. While Knuth’s paper defined the term profile data to be execution-time
statement frequency counts, the term now includes any program behavior information collected at
run-time.
Profiling data can be collected using offline and online schemes. Offline profiling uses addi-
tional prior runs of the program to generate profile data. A later compilation can than use this
profile to guide code optimization decisions. Offline profiling is used by static compilers like
GNU gcc/g++ [Hwu et al., 1993, Mock et al., 2000, Chang et al., 1991, Pettis & Hansen, 1990].
Dynamic or online profiling collects profile information during the same program run, and is com-
monly employed by advanced managed language run-times, like those for Java [Paleczny et al., 2001,
Arnold et al., 2011, Suganuma et al., 2005, Cierniak et al., 2000]. Researchers have also devel-
oped static analysis techniques to estimate some run-time information for PGOs [Wu & Larus, 1994].
While JIT compilers typically use online profiling, AOT compilers may employ offline profiling
data or static analysis to guide dependent optimization decisions. Some of our studies in this work
assess the impact of imprecise profile-based guidance on the quality of code generated by PGOs.
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Profile data has traditionally been employed to find the hot or frequently executed program
blocks or functions. Knowledge of hot program regions can then be used to focus compilation and
optimization effort. For example, many Java VMs only compile and apply PGOs to the hot program
methods to minimize JIT compilation overhead at run-time, in a technique called selective compi-
lation [Hölzle & Ungar, 1996, Paleczny et al., 2001, Krintz et al., 2000, Arnold et al., 2005]. Pro-
file information is also used to direct many other optimization tasks. For instance, profile data
was used to randomize/diversify cold code blocks to reduce overhead [Homescu et al., 2013],
during profile-guided meta-programming [Bowman et al., 2015], to improve code cache manage-
ment in JVMs [Robinson et al., 2016], to improve heap data locality in garbage collected run-
times [Huang et al., 2004], to guide object placement in partitioned hot/cold heaps to lower mem-
ory energy consumption [Jantz et al., 2015], etc. Our goal in this work is not to generate new or
improve existing PGOs, but to determine how inaccuracy in profile data or static analysis based
estimators can impact the effectiveness of PGOs.
Several prior studies compare the accuracy and impact of sampling-based profilers on adaptive
tasks. The accuracy of any given profile data can be compared directly with the known correct
profile, if it is available [Arnold & Grove, 2005, Duesterwald & Bala, 2000, Moseley et al., 2007].
When the correct profile itself either cannot be generated or is not known, researchers have used
causality analysis to assess if their profile is actionable [Mytkowicz et al., 2010, Rubin et al., 2002].
An actionable profile is one that is able to correctly guide the dependent adaptive task and yields
the expected outcome. In our current work, rather than evaluate the accuracy of the profiler, we
focus on assessing how well the program behavior with different plausible program inputs (with
offline profiling) can represent the program execution with the given program input. To our knowl-
edge, this work is the first to conduct a thorough systematic quantification of representative-ness of




Tools, Benchmarks, and Experimental Configuration
All our work for this paper was conducted using Oracle’s production-grade Java virtual machine
(HotSpot) in JDK-9 [Paleczny et al., 2001]. Our experiments use the standard DaCapo Java bench-
marks [Blackburn et al., 2006]. The experiments were conducted on a cluster of Intel x86-64
2.4GHz machines running the Fedora Linux operating system. In this section we provide a brief
background on the workings and properties of the HotSpot VM and DaCapo benchmarks that is
relevant to this work. We also explain some details of our experimental setup.
HotSpot Internals: HotSpot’s emulation engine includes a high-performance threaded bytecode
interpreter and two distinct JIT compilers. The client or c1 JIT compiler is designed for fast pro-
gram startup. The c1 compiler is very fast, but applies fewer and simpler compiler optimizations.
The server or c2 JIT compiler is slower and applies a broad range of traditional and profile-guided
optimizations to generate higher-quality code for fast steady-state program performance. The more
recent HotSpot releases also include a tiered compilation mode, where the hot code is first com-
piled by c1, and only the most important program methods are later compiled by the c2 compiler.
Tiered compilation is the default mode in HotSpot-9. In this research we focus on code quality and
therefore only use the c2 compiler for all our experiments.
Program execution in HotSpot begins in the interpreter. The HotSpot interpreter profiles pro-
gram execution to collect various program behavior statistics, including the invocation and loop
back-edge counts for all program methods. If the sum of the invocation and loop-backedge counts
for a method exceeds a fixed threshold, then HotSpot queues that method to be compiled.
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Background Compilation: HotSpot employs a technique called background compilation, where
JIT compilation occurs in separate OS threads in parallel with application execution [Krintz et al., 2000].
Background compilation prevents application stalls due to JIT compilation. However, it can also
delay method compilation (relative to the application threads) if the compilation queue is backed
up; during which time the method running in the interpreter can continue collecting profile data.
Therefore, we disable background compilation for most of our experiments to allow more deter-
minism and control over when each method is compiled and the amount of profile data collected
prior to compilation.
DaCapo Benchmark Suite: All our experiments employ 10 of the 14 Java DaCapo benchmarks.
Four benchmarks, batik, eclipse, tradebeans and tradesoap are excluded because they fail
to run with the the default HotSpot-9 setup (without any of our updates or modifications).1 The
DaCapo suite provides two distinct inputs for each benchmark program, called small and default.
Some, but not all, DaCapo benchmarks also have access to a distinct large input, which we do not
employ in this work.
Our experiments attempt to evaluate the quality of code generated by PGOs during JIT com-
pilation by measuring program execution time after all desired compilations are complete. We
exploit a mechanism provided by the DaCapo harness that allows a benchmark to be iterated mul-
tiple times. To achieve determinism most of our experiments restrict the set of methods compiled
to those that are detected to be hot and are compiled in the first program iteration. Each run iterates
the benchmark 12 times and measures the program run-time during its final iteration.
Table 3.1 describes a few relevant characteristics for each benchmark used in this work. The
first column in Table 3.1 gives the benchmark name. The next column reports the average steady-
state program run-time with the default HotSpot setup. The final three columns provide the number
of methods compiled by each benchmark during its first iteration (startup), at the end of 12 itera-
1batik and eclipse fail due to incompatibilities that were introduced in OpenJDK 8 and have been observed and
reported by others [Github, 2014a, Github, 2014b]. tradebeans and tradesoap witness frequent, but inconsistent
failures with the default configuration. We have not fully investigated the cause of the failures, but we believe it is




run-time (ms) Startup Steady All
avrora 5449.00 363.60 486.50 4151.90
fop 467.50 593.70 1250.10 7459.00
h2 6595.50 853.60 1042.50 5159.40
jython 3036.20 1361.10 1513.10 7469.70
luindex 845.20 258.20 548.70 4004.50
lusearch 1891.20 379.00 435.00 3366.80
pmd 5054.30 968.30 1492.10 6122.40
sunflow 2227.10 317.80 350.20 4717.00
tomcat 6082.70 996.60 2197.40 24803.10
xalan 1571.50 683.30 1401.10 5073.00
Table 3.1: Relevant properties of used benchmarks from the DaCapo Java benchmark suite
tions (steady-state), and by a compiler that compiles all program methods on their first invocation
respectively. To account from inherent timing variations during the benchmark runs, all the run-
time results in this paper report the (geometric) average and 95% confidence intervals over 10 runs
for each benchmark-configuration pair [Georges et al., 2007].
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Chapter 4
Constructed Experimental Mechanisms and Frameworks
We implement many new mechanisms in the HotSpot VM to correctly and fairly conduct our
experiments for this study. We note that designing and implementing these frameworks in an
advanced VM like HotSpot are challenging tasks, and therefore are major contributions of this
work. In this section we describe some of these engineered frameworks.
4.0.1 Enable VM to Detect User-Defined Program Execution Points
Ordinarily, the virtual machine does not possess the ability to efficiently detect user-defined pro-
gram points as they are reached during execution. We found that many of our experiments would
benefit from such a VM capability, especially to detect the start/end of individual benchmark iter-
ations. Inspired by prior work in the literature, we make a small update to implement this func-
tionality in the VM [Kulkarni, 2011].
We add an empty VM-indicator method to the DaCapo harness that starts the next program
iteration and statically annotate the method with a special flag. We extend the VM to mark such
annotated methods when the classfile is loaded. The HotSpot interpreter efficiently checks for this
flag at every method invocation and directs VM control-flow to custom user-defined code if it is
encountered during execution.
4.0.2 Import/Export Profile Data
One important contribution of this work is a mechanism that we built in the HotSpot JVM for
exporting profiling data recorded during one instance of the VM and importing it during a later
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instance. Advanced static compilers that support PGOs, like GCC (gprof [Graham et al., 1982])
and LLVM (llvm-profdata), possess the ability to collect and dump profile data from one program
execution. The compiler can then use this profile data during a later compilation to guide PGOs.
However, such frameworks are uncommon for managed language run-times, such as Java VMs,
since they typically rely on online profiling. We found that the types of profile data held by a JVM
pose some unique challenges to accurately serialize and deserialize the profile data.
We experimented exporting the profiling data a few different points during the execution of the
JVM. First we attempted to dump the profiling data for every loaded method when the VM shut-
down. We found, however, that when loading the profiling data, we weren’t seeing as many meth-
ods being compiled that we exected. Unfortunately, Hotspot decays the invocation and backedge
counters of a method when it is sent to compile to prevent the interpreter from attempting to en-
queue a method for compilation frequently while it in the compiler queue. As a result, those
counters in the exported data didn’t accurately reflect the state of the method when it was com-
piled. So, our second attempt was to dump the data for each method just before it is compiled.
This gave us more accurate information for methods that are compiled, but failed to collect data
for any methods that were not hot and in practice we got worse performance than expected. When
compiling a hot method, the compiler frequently inlines methods, even ones which are not them-
selves hot. As such, the profiling data of these methods can also affect code quality. Our third, and
final, approach was to export data at compile time for hot methods and at VM shutdown for cold
methods.
For many data types, including counter and boolean values, the serialization/deserialization
process is relatively straightforward. However, there are exceptions like the pointers to the VM
structures that represent JVM classes. Since pointer values are specific to each execution instance,
we abstract such data types by recording the corresponding class name (including package path),
in the serialized format. Later during deserialization, we perform a lookup to find a loaded class
structure with a matching name.
Looking up a class name requires that class to have previously been loaded by the VM. The
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design of the class-loading infrastructure in HotSpot prevents us from loading classes during the
deserialization process. Therefore, we delay the deserialization process until all referenced class
names in the imported profile file have already been loaded. In order to achieve a reasonable
lookup-hit rate, our framework prevents methods from being compiled during the first iteration
of the benchmark and performs the deserialization of the profiling data in between the first and
second benchmark iterations. Even with this mechanism, there are a few lookup misses. For
example, when loading profiling data for the in the "xalan" benchmark, there are about 6000 class
name lookups attempted, of which 19 fail. We analyzed some of these misses and found that many
of them come from what appear to be dynamically generated classes with semi-random names.
Since there are only a few such cases, we did not yet attempt to resolve or predict the class name
in such cases.
Another challenge is understanding and serializing profile data structures that vary in layout de-
pending on the bytecodes that make up the method. Specifically, each method in HotSpot maintains
a MethodData object, which contains an array of structures that hold the profiling information for
particular bytecodes in the method. For example, a virtual call bytecode corresponds to a structure
that records the receiver types seen at call site.
We store both the type and bytecode index of each profile data structure in addition to the
profiling data so that any mismatches during the deserializing process can be detected. We abort
in any such cases of a mismatch to avoid corrupting the data structures during the evaluation
run. Such a mismatch could occur if the method was modified since the data was collected. It
also prevents profiling data collected by a debug or release build from being loaded by the other
build configuration, since the layout of the structures differs subtly between debug and release
configurations.
We store the serialized profiling data in simple text files formatted as JSON. We chose JSON
because it is relatively human readable. The downside to using JSON over a custom format is its
verbosity, affecting the speed of reading and writing. Since we focus on program steady-state time,
we are able to ignore the cost of importing and populating the profile data structures during our
11

































































































4.0.3 Control Method Compilation Order
The order in which methods are compiled in the HotSpot VM is known to influence later optimiza-
tion decisions, especially for method inlining. Thus, configurations that compile an identical set
of methods in different orders can generate different compiled native codes and result in different
program run-time performance. Therefore, we build a mechanism in the VM to sort and compile
the set of hot methods in an external user-defined order. However, a naïve implementation of such
a mechanism may delay the compilation of some hot methods if any other methods that precede it
in the sorted order have not yet been compiled. This delay in compilation is problematic for our
current study since the delayed methods will continue to collect additional profile data, which can
affect optimization decisions.
Our mechanism to resolve this issue conducts the experiment in two runs for each benchmark
configuration. The first training run uses the framework just described to export the profile data
for each hot method at the proper point during execution. In the second evaluation run, the first
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benchmark iteration is completely interpreted and conducts no JIT compilations. The VM uses the
VM-indicator mechanism to detect the end of the first iteration. At this point, the VM stalls the
application threads, loads the profile data exported by the training run, and then sorts and compiles
the set of hot methods in the given order. The application threads are resumed after all compilation
is done. Methods sent to be compiled after this point, for example because they were deoptimized
and became hot again, are compiled as normal.
4.0.4 Evaluate Representativeness of Profile Data
A representative program input produces an execution that is typical for that program and would
closely resemble execution time behavior with a majority of other inputs for that program. Offline
profiling based systems attempt to find such a representative input to obtain relevant training data
to use to guide PGOs. Unfortunately, there are generally no clear guidelines on how to discover
such an input, and given an input it is equally unclear if it is indeed representative.
The representative-ness or similarity of some profile data with some other current program
profile is a factor of the dependent PGO. In this section we present a mechanism to quantify the
similarity of any two program profiles with respect to the profiling decisions they induce during
PGOs.
Our mechanism to calculate the representative-ness metric extracts and compares the path taken
during compilation when the two program profiles are used. We identified 55 profile-site locations
in HotSpot’s c2 compiler where profiling data is used to inform optimization decisions. We insert
hooks at all these locations. When a method is compiled, we make a record of which of these
locations is visited and in what order. At each hook, we note the name of the current method being
compiled (which disambiguates whether this is an inlined method), the current bytecode-index
(BCI), and the unique number of the hook location. The record of these profile-site decisions
creates a trace of the path the compiler takes as it makes profiling-informed decisions. At VM
shutdown, we dump these traces to a file for later analysis. 1 An example of the profiling decision
1We experimented with including the profile-data value seen at each profile-site in our trace, but found that exclud-
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Our technique for measuring the similarity of two traces for a given method is inspired by the
Unix diff utility. Our mechanism calculates the longest-common-subsequence (LCS) of the two
traces and divides two times the length of the LCS by the sum of the lengths of the two individual
traces. The resulting ratio gives us a percentage measure of similarity. When calculating the LCS,
we treat the tuple of the three recorded data values at each profile-site as an atomic unit, analogous
to how the diff utility treats individual lines as atomic units when calculating a LCS.2 To create a
ing it improves run-to-run stability and profile similarity comparison.
2We used the difflib module of the Python standard library to find LCS.
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measure of similarity for the entire program, we average the representative-ness measure of every
method that was compiled during both VM instances. This average is unweighted, with no regards
to the length or the relative hotness of the methods.
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Chapter 5
Experiments, Results and Analysis
In this section we describe the results of our experiments that investigate the characteristics of
current profiling-based JIT optimization systems in VMs. These results indicate the challenges
that AOT compilation systems, whether based on offline profiling or static analysis, face to achieve
the performance of JIT compilation systems that have access to accurate profile information from
the current run.
5.0.1 Impact of Profiling on Generated Code Quality
Our first set of experiments are designed to quantify the impact of profiling information on gen-
erated code quality. Program execution time serves as our metric for measuring code quality. We
prepare five distinct HotSpot configurations to compare the behavior and performance of AOT and
JIT compilation systems.
AOT-all: This configuration compiles all program methods on their first invocation. We disable
profile data collection. Compilation occurs at the end of the first benchmark iteration. A
method compilation order cannot be enforced as we do not have any other baseline con-
figuration. The last column in Table 3.1 gives the number of methods compiled by each
benchmark in this configuration.
JIT-steady: VMs employing selective compilation, like HotSpot, only compile methods when
they are detected to be hot (their invocation+loop-backedge counts exceed 10,000 in HotSpot).
This configuration represents the steady-state setting for the HotSpot VM. Profiling is en-
abled. A method compilation order is not enforced and the methods are compiled as they
17
achieve hotness in their first twelve iterations. The number of methods compiled by this
configuration for each benchmark is given by the third column in Table 3.1.
AOT-steady: This configuration restricts the set of methods compiled to those that are compiled
by the JIT-steady configuration for each benchmark. However, we do not enable profiling
for this AOT compilation. All methods are compiled after the first program iteration, and a
method compilation ordering is not enforced.
JIT-startup: This configuration is similar to earlier JIT setup, but restricts the number of methods
compiled to those that get hot during the first iteration with HotSpot’s default setting. The
number of methods compiled by each benchmark is given by the second column in Table 3.1.
AOT-startup: The configuration is similar to AOT-steady, but restricts the set of methods com-
piled to that compiled during JIT-startup. Profiling is disabled, and methods are compiled
in the order they reach compilation in the JIT-startup configuration as described in Sec-
tion 4.0.3.
In all cases the run-time of the 12th benchmark iteration is reported to ignore compilation overhead
and to allow the execution to stabilize. All experiments run the DaCapo programs with their default
input.
Figure 5.1 compares program performance with the AOT and JIT compilation models. The first
































Figure 5.1: Profile data and PGOs have a significant impact on program performance on the
HotSpot JVM
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the second bar compares the AOT-steady and JIT-steady configurations, while the last bar compares
the AOT-startup and JIT-startup configurations. The first comparison gives a reasonable estimate of
the profiling benefit derived by HotSpot-like VMs that employ selective compilation and may only
compile a fraction of the total program methods. The final two plots for each benchmark can be
used to estimate the performance gain due to profiling for VMs and benchmarks that have sufficient
time and resources to compile all program methods. By enforcing a common method compilation
order, the startup configurations eliminate one additional source of performance unpredictability,
and therefore provide a better baseline for comparison. We use these startup configurations in our
later experiments.
All comparisons uniformly show that the program profile behavior, which is extensively used
by PGOs in current VMs for languages like Java, significantly influences the quality of generated
code. AOT compilers may have to rely on mechanisms like offline profiling or static analysis
to address this potential loss in performance. However, these alternative mechanisms have other
limitations. In later sections we attempt to study the challenges that AOT compilers may need to
overcome when using these alternative mechanisms to estimate profile information.
5.0.2 Impact of Profile Data Amount on Code Quality
Offline profiling that can be used to drive PGOs in an AOT compiler can collect profile data for
the entire duration of the training program run, or even over multiple offline runs using different
training inputs. In contrast, JIT compilation systems need to balance the amount of profile data
collection with the delay in making optimized code available to the emulation engine. Spending
too little time understanding and recording the program behavior may have performance implica-
tions by incorrectly biasing dependent optimization decisions. Likewise, staying too long in the
profile stage will delay JIT compilation, causing the program execution to remain in the inefficient
interpreter for a longer duration. In this section we investigate the issue of how much profile data
is needed by current PGOs to make correct profile-based decisions and generate the best quality
code.
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We design a simple experiment that precisely controls the amount of profile data collected
during the multiple different training runs. This experiment employs our frameworks described
in Sections 4.0.2 and 4.0.3. Thus, the training runs export the collected profile data that is then
loaded and used by the evaluation run. We also control the number of methods compiled and
their compilation order so that these factors remain uniform across all experimental configurations.
We configure the training runs to collect per-method profile information that corresponds to each
method executing for 0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 8000, 10000, 25000,
and 50000 execution (invocation + loop backedge) counts. By default, HotSpot uses the compile































































ct0 ct10 ct100 ct500 ct1000 ct5000 ct25000
3.67 4.004.41 2.94
Figure 5.2: A small amount of accurate (from the current program run) profile data is sufficient to






































































Figure 5.3: Average program performance quickly improves and reaches saturation with small
increases to the amount of collected program profile information. Any additional profile data (cor-
responding to >8000 invocation + backedge counts) did not produce any noticeable performance
gain.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the results of this experiment. We find that while some profile infor-
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mation is necessary to effectively guide PGOs, the benefit to performance obtained from increasing
profile knowledge quickly reaches saturation beyond which we do not notice any significant addi-
tional performance gain. Thus, profile data collected over very low method execution counts (<
100) are unable to provide effective guidance to PGOs in HotSpot. Performance increases rapidly
with growing profile data with moderate method execution counts (< 5000). We see no signifi-
cant performance gains with profile data from execution counts beyond 8000 in our experiments
with HotSpot and DaCapo. We also notice a situation (for lusearch) where profiling data seems
to always hurt performance, but that is an anomaly. These results suggest that offline profiling
conducted over long time intervals may not have much of an advantage over traditional online
profiling based JIT compilation systems.
5.0.3 Impact of Profile Data Accuracy on Code Quality
AOT compilation systems cannot generate code that is customized to all conceivable program in-
puts or to all the different program behavior patterns possible at run-time. These systems can still
employ static analysis or offline profiling to guide PGOs to derive additional performance gains.
However, several issues remain unresolved. In this section we report our observations from a series
of experiments conducted to understand two important issues. First, how similar does the guidance
provided to the PGOs by the training and evaluation inputs need to be to generate comparable qual-
ity code; and second, how much do non-representative program inputs affect quality of guidance
provided to PGOs and what is the resulting performance impact.
5.0.3.1 Offline Profiling with DaCapo small Input
DaCapo benchmarks are shipped with two input sets for each program, small and default. In this
section, we first evaluate the effectiveness of recording the program behavior with the small input,
and using that data to guide PGOs during an evaluation run with the default input set.
We use the setup described in Sections 4.0.2 and 4.0.3 for these experiments. We compare































































Figure 5.4: In most cases, offline profiling using DaCapo’s small input produces a binary that
achieves good performance with a later evaluation run with the default input
the training run for each benchmark with DaCapo’s default program input. The profile data and
method compilation order collected by the training run are exported. The evaluation runs again
use the same default input size. At the end of the first iteration, the VM stalls all application
threads, imports the stored profile data and compiles all the hot methods in the compilation order
provided by the training run. The application resumes after all the compilations finish. We allow
the program run to stabilize over the next few iterations before recording the benchmark run-time.
The second offline-profiling configuration follows a setup very similar to the first. In this case
though the training run is instantiated with DaCapo’s small program input, and it exports the profile
data collected. The evaluation run loads the profile data exported by this training run, but uses the
method compilation order from the first configuration to compile the same set of hot methods. The
program run-time is again recorded at the end of 12 benchmark iterations.
Figure 5.4 displays the run-time reported by the offline-profiling configuration as compared to
the run-time from the first configuration for each benchmark. Thus, with the exceptions of jython
and luindex, the small input does a very good job of representing the behavior of the program
when using the default input. On average the performance with offline-profiling only shows a
degradation of 8.94% compared to the first configuration that has access to profile data from the
same run.
In Section 4.0.4 we described our technique to compare and quantify the representative-ness of





















































Figure 5.5: Dacapo’s small input can closely represent the program behavior of a run with Da-
Capo’s default input for guiding HotSpot’s PGOs.
quantify the similarity or representative-ness of DaCapo’s small input set compared to the default
input for each benchmark. We find that with an average similarity score of 94%, program behavior
with DaCapo’s small input is very representative of its behavior with the default input, with regards
to guiding the PGOs in the HotSpot JVM. This high similarity score explains the offline profiling
results observed from Figure 5.4.
5.0.3.2 Offline Profiling with Randomized Program Input
Although DaCapo’s small input set generates a representative profile for the default input set for
most benchmarks, it is unclear (a) if other programs inputs may provide varying representative-
ness, and (b) what is the effect of such plausible variance on the effectiveness of PGOs and the
delivered code quality. Unfortunately, we do not know of any popular Java benchmark suite that
includes a deliberately and systematically designed diverse set of program inputs. It was also not
obvious to us how to generate such input sets for multiple benchmarks that have quantifiably differ-
ing similarities. Instead we develop a novel approach to systematically vary the representative-ness
of the known program profile for any program-input pair, and study its effect on performance.
Our approach first conducts a training run to collect and export the complete per-method profile
data for each benchmark with its standard default input set. This profile contains multiple fields,
such as branch-taken counts, trap information, etc. Then, we methodically introduce random noise
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Figure 5.6: Representative-ness of the profile-sites trace with the HotSpot c2 JIT compiler for
various randomization configurations and benchmarks as compared to HotSpot’s default reactive
configuration (zero input randomization)
evaluation runs. We call this process randomization of the profile data. Thus, a profile data ran-
domization with a probability of X% will alter a profile data field with a probability of X% and
leave it unchanged with a probability of (100-X)%.
Randomization of the profile data field depends on the type of the field. For boolean fields,
randomization flips the boolean value. For integer counter fields, randomization will set the field
to a low or high value with the same probability. A low counter value is guaranteed to be less than
the fixed VM threshold for that counter, and a high counter value exceeds the threshold. For class
pointer fields, a non-null field will be set of null with the same probability. If the randomization
does not nullify the entire field, then each referenced class in that field may again be set to null
with the same probability. We do not yet attempt to alter a class pointer to instead reference another
random class. Likewise, we also do not attempt to update a null class pointer to reference some
other random program class. This randomized profile data will be used later during the run by the
VM to guide PGOs during JIT compilation of the hot program methods.
Our experiment employs randomization values in increments of 10, from 10% to 100%, and
uses more finer-grained randomization values between 0% and 10%. First, we employ our mech-
anism described in Section 4.0.4 to evaluate and quantify the representative-ness of the resulting
profile data after randomization. For each benchmark, Figure 5.6 plots this similarity metric
between the profile data with varying randomization factors as compared to profile data provided
























































% Randomization of 'default' input
Figure 5.7: Average representative-ness of the profile trace for various randomization configura-
tions as compared to HotSpot’s default reactive configuration
randomization. While all benchmarks show the same trends, some show a larger scope of simi-
larity metric variation from 0% to 100% than others (for example, avrora compared to sunflow).
Figure 5.7 shows the average representative-ness metric over all our DaCapo benchmarks for all
the different randomization ratios attempted. This curve shows that even small profile data imper-
fections, starting with 1%, noticeably affect the similarity metric. Yet, even a completely random
(100% randomization) program input still achieves a similarity metric close to 70%, indicating that
even vastly different profiles result in the compiler making similar decisions in a majority of the
cases.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the performance implications of using varying levels of imperfect
profile data to guide PGOs in HotSpot’s c2 compiler. For each benchmark, each bar in Figure 5.8
plots the ratio of program run-time when the VM is using the indicated randomization of profile
data to program run-time in the default scenario when using online profile data from the same run
with no randomization. Again, we employ the frameworks described earlier in Sections 4.0.2 and
4.0.3 to produce a fair comparison.
These figures provide some interesting observations. All benchmarks show an identical trend
with performance degrading with increasing profile data imperfection. However, the scale of the
performance change varies significantly between the programs. We also notice that the magnitude
of the performance degradation does not show a direct correlation with scale of deterioration in the
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Figure 5.9: Impact of varying profile data inaccuracy on average program performance for the
DaCapo benchmarks on the HotSpot JVM
from 0% to 100%, but experiences the highest performance variation. Our results show that even
small imperfections in profile data can significantly lower the effectiveness of PGOs, which bears
important implications for offline profiling based optimization strategies.
5.0.3.3 Randomizing Profile-Site Decisions During Compilation
In the last section we presented results from an experiment that attempted to understand the effect
of offline profiling by orderly introducing imperfections into the profile data used to guide PGOs.
This profile data is used at various profile-sites during compilation to affect optimization decisions.
As mentioned earlier, we identify 55 static profile-sites in the source code of HotSpot’s c2 compiler
where some profile data determines the path taken by the compiler. In this section we study and
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Figure 5.10: Increasing the probability of mispredicting at a profile-site branch increases the neg-
ative impact on the quality of generated code on the HotSpot JVM (individual benchmark view)
define accurate profile decisions as those induced by online profiling, where the profile data for the
current run is dynamically collected by the VM during the same measured program run.
Our experiment to quantify the performance impact of compiler sensitivity systematically
varies the probability of the compiler taking a wrong decision (relative to that taken by the on-
line profiling based reactive HotSpot configuration) at a profile-site. Our experiment reverses the
path taken at each profile-site with a given user-specified probability (referred to later as the mis-
predict probability). Thus, a mispredict probability of 0% forces the c2 compiler to take the same
path as that taken by the reactive HotSpot configuration every time and at every profile-site reached
during compilation. In contrast, a mispredict probability of 100% forces the c2 compiler to take
the wrong path at every profile-site, whenever feasible. 1
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the impact of different mispredict probabilities on program perfor-
mance as compared to the program run-time achieved by the default reactive HotSpot configuration
with 0% mispredict probability. Thus, we find that even a small mispredict probability causes a no-
ticeable degradation in generated code quality. A mispredict probability of 4% increases program
run-time by 8.5%, while 10% misprediction causes a large 25% slowdown. Thus, our experiments
show that the HotSpot c2 compiler relies on most/all profile-sites to be correctly predicted to max-
1It is not always feasible to take the wrong path. For instance, if the profile-site references a profile data type that
is a class pointer, and the profile data recorded by the reactive configuration is null, then taking the reverse path























































Figure 5.11: Impact of varying the probability of mispredicting at a profile-site branch on average
program performance for the DaCapo benchmarks on the HotSpot JVM
imize effectiveness. This result is important to static analysis based prediction techniques that may
be employed by AOT compilers to guide PGOs.
5.0.4 Contribution of Different Profile Data Types for Performance
In this section, we investigate the relative importance of different profile data types to performance.
If certain profile types are more important to PGO effectiveness, then researchers may be able to
focus their efforts to more precisely predict those values using static analysis or other techniques.
We manually studied all the profiling data types used by the HotSpot JVM and categorized
them into eight categories. Our eight profile data-type categories are described in Table 5.1. The
first column gives the name of each category, and the second column provides a short description
of data values that belong to each category. The third column in Table 5.1 gives the number of
profile sites that use a data-type from a particular category to make optimization decisions in the
compiler.
To quantify the performance impact of each category of profile data-types, we execute each
benchmark application with certain sets of profile sites disabled. We disable a particular profile
site by forcing the compiler to take the path that would be taken if no profile data were available
at that point. Otherwise, if the site is enabled, the VM simply uses the online profiling informa-
tion collected earlier in the same program run. For each profile site category, we execute each
benchmark with all of the profile sites disabled except for the sites belonging to that category. Ad-
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Name Description # sites
All_traps Determines whether a trap event, such as an array-out-
of-bounds exception, occurs at a particular BCI or in a
given method.
32
Null_at_BCI Whether or not a null was observed at a particular BCI.
Affects implicit null-check optimizations.
7
Unique_receiver_class Which subclass is the dynamic type of this for a vir-
tual call. Affects type speculation and inlining of virtual
calls.
2
Receiver_class_count The count of receivers for a virtual call, if multiple were
observed. Affects type speculation.
1
Klass_for_call The dynamic types of the arguments and/or return val-
ues for a call. Affects type speculation.
3
Inv_loop_counters Influences "warm-call", or relatively but not absolutely
hot call, inlining.
2
Branch_data Whether or not a particular branch was taken. For
switch structures, which case was taken.
4
Call_site_count The number of times a particular call was executed. Af-
fects inlining.
2
Table 5.1: Categories of Profile Data Types in the HotSpot VM
ditionally, we run each of the benchmarks with all of the profile sites disabled. The execution time
difference between the run with all sites disabled and the run with only a particular category’s sites
enabled provides an estimate of the usefulness of that category.
Interestingly, we find that six of the eight profile data-type categories have very little to no
performance impact for most benchmarks. Null_seen_BCI and Recv_class_count are the two











































































































Figure 5.13: Shows the effect of using partial profile data from the six impactful profile data flags,
along with the effect of using complete profile data on benchmark performance.
results of this experiment for only these two significant profile data-type categories. Each bar
shows the ratio of execution time with a run where only profile sites corresponding to a specific
category are enabled to the execution time with all profile sites disabled. Thus, we find that, on
average, activating the Null_seen_BCI category raises performance by 14%, while activating the
Recv_class_count category improves performance by 39%, compared to a run that disables all
profile-sites.
Data types belonging to the Null_seen_BCI category are used at seven profile-sites, while
there is only one profile site belonging to the Recv_class_count category.
Figure 5.13 shows the result of an experiment that combines the effect of both these categories
by only activating the combined eight profile-sites. Additionally, Figure 5.13 plots a separate bar
to compare these results to the improvement achieved by a configuration that activates all profiling
and all profile-sites. Thus, the comparison reveals that these two categories indeed contribute most
of the performance gain due to profiling in HotSpot. This result motivates further research into the
effects caused by these two categories of profile data types.
5.0.5 Impact of Generated Code Customization for Different Program Phases
Program execution is known to go through different phases [Sherwood & Calder, 1999]. Program
behavior in different execution phases vary in some aspects that are important to performance.
Therefore, it is conceivable (and perhaps, expected) that some program methods may need to be
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customized differently for different program phases. While such customization is feasible in a
VM that can perform JIT compilation and detect program phases, it is not as straight-forward to
accomplish in an AOT compilation system. Exploiting this issue may further benefit the perfor-
mance delivered by JIT compilation systems over those employing AOT.
Unfortunately, HotSpot does not yet have the capability to detect program phases, which makes
it difficult to evaluate the impact of this issue on performance. We designed an experiment where
the training run collects an identical amount of profile information (equivalent to a combined in-
vocation and loop backedge count of 10,000) from different sections of program execution, which
is them imported during the evaluation run to guide PGOs for the entire run. The sections selected
are method specific and are calculated according to the total execution (invocation + backedge)
count of each method. The first section is during the start, the second in the middle, and the last
during the end of each method execution.
This experiment did not detect a noticeable performance difference in the three configurations
that utilize profile data from different sections of program execution. It is unclear whether this
result is because of the absence of phases in the DaCapo benchmarks, or because our blind selection
of execution sections did not correctly correspond to actual DaCapo benchmark phases, or because
method customization for different phases does not yet produce a significant performance impact
in HotSpot. Satisfactorily resolving this issue will need additional VM infrastructure, which we




There are multiple avenues for future work. First, one limitation of this work is that it is only
conducted for one VM and compiler, the HotSpot VM’s c2 compiler. It is important to investigate
if the observations we make in this study can be generalized to other dynamic compilers for Java
or other languages. In the future we plan to find other suitable target compilers and perform this
generalization. Second, this work demonstrated the benefit that program performance can derive
from profile information. At the same time, we also find that the collected profile knowledge
needs to be sufficiently detailed and accurate for the current program input for PGOs to realize
their maximum potential. Our next research focus will be on how to extract such profile data in
systems where online profiling is either not feasible, like AOT systems, and how to customize
the generated binaries for different input behaviors. This is a broad research question, with many
questions to explore. For instance, similar to categorizing profile data types, can program behaviors
also be categorized into a small finite number of behavioral types? Can improvements be made to
profile data collection during offline profiling over multiple program inputs so that the dependent
optimizations can be specialized to generate variations of binary programs for different behavioral
types? Can we build advanced static analysis techniques to improve coverage of offline profiling
inputs to encompass all possible program behaviors? Eventually, in the future, we plan to build
runtime systems that can combine the advantages of AOT and JIT compilation systems with none,




JIT compilation based VMs can acquire and exploit program profile information from the current
run to guide advanced PGOs to generate high-quality native code. AOT compilation systems typi-
cally lack access to such reliable profile data, which can restrict its effectiveness. In this work we
quantify the impact of profile knowledge on the quality of code produced by JIT optimization sys-
tems for dynamic languages like Java. Additionally, we make a number of interesting, and hitherto
unknown, discoveries about the properties of profile data that are critical to maximize its ability to
correctly guide dependent PGOs. In particular, we find that (a) profile information beyond a small
and fixed amount is no longer able to further benefit program performance, (b) small imperfections
in profile data can have significant performance implications, (c) a small fraction of profile-site
mispredictions can significantly affect the performance of PGOs to generate high-quality code,
and (d) although sophisticated VMs, like HotSpot, collect several varieties of profile data, only a
few profile data types induce most of the benefits from dependent PGOs. We design and construct
several innovative VM frameworks and experiments to accomplish this work. We believe that our
frameworks, experiments, and observations can prove useful to VM developers and researchers to
build compilation systems that can combine the benefits of both AOT and JIT based models.
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